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Abstract

Understanding is a cognitive ability that
students must have. There are various ways to solve a
question, it depends on the understanding that students
have. When completing questions related to derivative
concepts and graphically represented, students can solve
them in different ways. This research aims to describe the
characteristics of students who solve problems with
conceptual and procedural understanding. This research is
a qualitative study. The subjects of the study were two
students who had different ways of resolving the problem.
The supporting instrument used to dig up data is a task
sheet whose contents are derivative questions. The results
showed that the characteristics of students who solve
problem with conceptual understanding are able to identify
all information or concepts that can be used to solve the
question, understand the definition of each concept that has
been identified, able to associate all the information that
has been identified in order to solve the question, and able
to explain why the procedure used is correct to solve the
problem. The student characteristics that solve the problem
with procedural understanding are identifying some
information contained in the problem, focusing only on the
information used to construct the symbolic form, do not
understand the information that has been identified, and
relate concepts to one another, but it is meaningless. After
reading this article, it is expected that teachers can choose
the right learning method in teaching. Thus, both
conceptual understanding and procedural understanding
can be mastered by students.
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1. Introduction
To develop understanding of derivative concepts is one
of the main competencies in the learning Calculus. To
understand the concept of derivatives, students must
understand some other related concepts, such as line
gradients,
functions,
limits,
and
continuations.
Understanding means more than just knowledge of
distinguishing syntax, having certain ideas when it is to
construct concepts, as well as being able to use concepts
inside and outside of mathematics. There are two types of
understanding: Conceptual and procedural understanding
[5], [13], [16], [21].
Conceptual understanding in mathematics is a
comprehension of concepts, algorithms, and the
relationship between several concepts. If faced with a
derivative problem, student with a conceptual
understanding must know the definition of a derivative,
how to determine the derivative of a function, and know
what concepts are related to the concept of derivatives and
how they are related. Conceptual understanding involves
the relationship between related concepts [25],
understanding why procedures work, and whether they are
valid [6],[32]. existing and new pieces of information or
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knowledge will form a complete knowledge network.
Procedural understanding involves knowledge of the
rules and steps used to solve math problems. Procedural
understanding is a comprehension that is centered on
skills and stages of procedures without explicit references
related to mathematical ideas [12], [18]. Hallett[13]
describe procedural understanding as a process that
involves manipulating symbols and routine rules.
Someone who has procedural understanding tends to use
procedures without knowing why they are used, in this
case only relying on memorization [6]. Students who
understand procedurally, only know how to determine
derivatives of functions using rules without knowing what
concepts are related to derivatives.
Conceptual and procedural understanding can increase
as a person continues to practice solving problems.
Completion of derivative problems is an individual
process of implementing and combining knowledge (such
as gradient lines, functions, limits, and continuations)
previously obtained. In solving a derivative problem, it is
more important to pay attention to the process than the
final outcome. The answer that a person has given when
completing a question should be noted where the answer
is obtained, including the accuracy of the use of measures,
rules and concepts [9], [19], [24]). The use of steps in
resolving the problem shows that the solution is not easily
obtained but must go through the procedure and be able to
associate with existing concepts.
Conceptual and procedural understanding is crucial in
resolving a question. When solving the problem, one
needs a strategy to interpret and manipulate the
information in analyzing and interpreting, as well as
selecting the procedure and making the right decision with
the ability to think [20], [10], [11], [14]. Some research
suggests that success in solving mathematical problems is
supported by conceptual and procedural understanding,
such as [4], [7], [8], [19], [22].
The purpose of this research is to describe how the
student's characteristics when solving the concept of
derivative using conceptual and procedural understanding.

2. Methods
This research is a qualitative study in which the main
data are taken from written and/or oral words. The
research was conducted on 2 mathematics education
students at one of the universities in TanaToraja, South
Sulawesi. The research instruments are two, the main
instruments and supporting instruments. The main
instruments are researchers, because researchers

themselves are collecting data through problem-solving
tasks, interview and field records. Supporting instrument
in the form of assignment sheet and interview guidelines.
Figure 1 is the task sheet used.

Figure 1. Task Sheet

3. Results
The first subject (S1) in this study was the subject that
solved the problem using conceptual understanding. From
the answer and the result of Think Aloud, S1 solved the
problem related to the concept of derivative by using a
gradient line that alludes to the curve 𝑓 (𝑥). S1 identifies
the information in the problem, such as the graph 𝑓 (𝑥).
consists of two parabolic (quadratic functions), several
coordinate points passed through the curve, the local
maximum and minimum points, the curve of curves, and
the continuity of functions while pointing to the presented
graphs. This is known from the result of the think-aloud of
S1, which says:
S1: It is known that the graph The function 𝑓(𝑥) is a
slice of two parabola (pointing at the graph). The
first parabola opens up, I suppose 𝑓1 (𝑥). The local
minimum point is (−2, −9), 𝑓1 (𝑥)is in the x <1,
the monotone falls at the 𝑥 < −2 , and the
monotone rises at the −2 < 𝑥 < 1. The second
parabola opens downward with a local maximum
point (2,3), is in the interval 𝑥 ≥ 1, monotone
rises at the interval 1 ≤ 𝑥 < 2 and monotone
falls at the interval 𝑥 > 2, and 𝑓 (𝑥) is
discontinuous at 𝑥 = 1 .
This means that S1 understands all the information
contained in the chart. Both parabola are symbolized by
S1 as 𝑓1 (𝑥)located at intervals 𝑥 < 1 and 𝑓2 (𝑥)located
at intervals 𝑥 ≥ 1. Furthermore, S1 also attempts to
identify lines that offend 𝑓 (𝑥), as in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. First Subject (S1) steps to solve the problem
Figure 2. Outline of the curves 𝑓(𝑥) made by First Subject (S1)

The researcher (P) traced S1 understanding of
information that has been identified, as seen in the
following interview.
P
: What do you know about the continuity of function
𝑓 (𝑥)?
S1 : An 𝑓(𝑥) function is said to be continuous at the
time of 𝑥 = 𝑐, if lim𝑥→𝑐 𝑓(𝑥)〗 exists, 𝑓(𝑐) exists,
and lim𝑥→𝑐 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑐) . 𝑓 (𝑥) continuous at all
points at intervals 𝑥 < 1 and Interval 𝑥 ≥ 1.
P
: Why did you say F (x) discontinuous at x = 1?
S1 : As lim𝑥→1− 𝑓(𝑥) ≠ lim𝑥→1+ 𝑓(𝑥)
P
: What do you know about the monotony function
curve?
S1 : Suppose there is a function 𝑓(𝑥)
𝑓(𝑥)says monotonous rises if 𝑥1 < 𝑥2 → 𝑓(𝑥1 ) <
𝑓(𝑥2 )
Example on the graph 𝑓(𝑥) (while pointing to the
graph on the task sheet), 𝑥1 = −1 < 𝑥2 = 0 →
𝑓(−1) = −8 < 𝑓(0) = −5).
𝑓(𝑥)is said to be monotonous down if 𝑥1 < 𝑥2 →
𝑓(𝑥1 ) > 𝑓(𝑥2 ).
Example on the graph F (x) (while pointing to the
graph on the task sheet), 𝑥1 = 3 < 𝑥2 = 4 →
𝑓(3) = 2 > 𝑓(4) = −1).
Based on the result of interview above, it can be
concluded that S1 understands the concept of continuity
and monotony function.
When completing the question related toderivative
concept, S1 uses a line gradient that alludes to the curve
𝑓(𝑥) at one point, as seen in Figure 3. S1 understands
that in geometry, the line gradient that alludes to the curve
𝑓(𝑥) at a certain point is a derivative value of 𝑓(𝑥)
function at that point.

S1 also coordinates the continuity of the function of the
first derivative value. This can be seen from the results of
S1 Think Aloud.
S1: 𝑓(𝑥)discontinuous at 𝑥 = 1 so that the offensive
line 𝑓(𝑥)at the time 𝑥 = 1 does not exist, thus
𝑓 (𝑥)does not have a gradient or does not have the
first derivative value at 𝑥 = 1.
Based on the above statement, S1 concluded that the
derivative value 𝑓(𝑥) at the time 𝑥 = 1 does not exist
because 𝑓(𝑥) discontinuous at 𝑥 = 1 . S1 could not
make the curve tangent at the time 𝑥 = 1. S1 understands
that a function that has the first derivative value at a
certain point, continuous at that point.
S1 does not directly relate to the gradient of tangent
lines with the curves monotony, but S1 understands the
relationship between function with derived value function.
It can be seen in the interview result between the
researcher (P) with the second subject (S1) as follows.
P
: In your Think Aloud results (listening to
recordings), you mention the monotony curve. Can
you explain the relationship between the monotony
curves of a function with a derived value function?
S1
: (While pointing to the graph 𝑓 ′ (𝑥)that has been
created) in this section.
At intervals of 𝑥 < −2, the derivative value is
negative because it is below the X axis. If it is
associated with the previous curve of 𝑓1 (𝑥), the
𝑓1 (𝑥) , curve of monotonous drops at intervals
𝑥 < −2.
𝑓 ′ (−2) = 0as it is the local minimum point of the
f_1 curve 𝑓1 (𝑥).
At −2 < 𝑥 < 1 the derivative value is positive
because it is above the X axis. When associated
with the previous curve of 𝑓1 (𝑥), the 𝑓1 (𝑥)curve of
monotonous rises at intervals of −2 < 𝑥 < 1.
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At 1 ≤ 𝑥 < 2 , the derivative value is positive
because it is above the X axis. If it is associated
with the previous curve of 𝑓2 (𝑥) , curve
𝑓2 (𝑥)monotonous rises at intervals of 1 ≤ 𝑥 < 2.
𝑓 ′ (2) = 0because it is the local maximum point of
the curve 𝑓2 (𝑥)
At 𝑥 > 2 the derivative value is negative, if
associated with the previous curve or 𝑓2 (𝑥), the
curve 𝑓2 (𝑥)monotonous down at intervals 𝑥 > 2.
P

S1

: Can you provide an example of the relationship
between a monotony curve with a derivative value
at one point?
: On curve 𝑓1 (𝑥).......... The dot (0, −5)is at the
interval of −2 < 𝑥 < 1 which is when the curve
𝑓1 (𝑥)monotonous rises, if I make a tangent line, the
line is angled to the right or up from left to right.
Thus the value of the gradient or the first derived
value of a positive value function is 𝑓1 ′(0) = 4.
The dots (4, −1) are in the interval 𝑥 > 2 i.e.
when the monotonouscurve 𝑓2 (𝑥) down, if I make
a tangent line, then the line is angled left or down
from left to right. Thus the gradient value or the
first derivative value of a negative value function is
𝑓2′ (4) = −4.

In the results of the above interviews, S1 understands
that a negative or positive sign on the gradient or the first
derivative value of a function at a certain point is
associated with a function monotony. If the monotonous
function rises, then the gradient value or derivative value
of the function is positive. If the monotonous function
goes down, then the gradient value or derivative value of
the function is negative. S1 also associates the first
derivative value 𝑓(𝑥)function with the local maximum
and minimum points and tangent curves.
The second subject (S2) in this study was a subject that
solved the problem using understanding procedural. Based
on the answers and the Think Aloud results, the second
subject began to solve the question by reading the
problem. S2 strives to understand the 𝑓(𝑥) chart by
observing the 𝑓(𝑥)chart presented. The subject resolves
an issue in a task sheet by using a symbolic form of
function. The picture below is S2's answer to the question.

Figure 4. Second Subject (S2) Answers to the Problem

S2 states Graph 𝑓(𝑥)is a slice of two parabolic dish i.e.
ℎ(𝑥)
𝑓(𝑥) = {
, and 𝑓(𝑥) discontinuous at 𝑥 = 1 .
𝑔(𝑥)
Furthermore, S2 identifies the points that are traversed
ℎ(𝑥)and 𝑔(𝑥).The ℎ(𝑥) function reaches the minimum
peak at the point (−2, −9)and passes (−1, −8). The
𝑔(𝑥) function reaches the maximum peak at the point
(2,3)and passes (1,2).
To further explore S2's understanding of the
information in the question, researchers conducted the
following interview.
P
: You say that 𝑓(𝑥)discontinues at 𝑥 = 1. What
can you explain about the continuity of the
function?
S2
: If it is not wrong… The limitation value is exist.
P
: Can you tell me about "the existing of limitation
value"?
S2
: I forgot it.
P
: Why did you say 𝑓(𝑥)is not continuous at 𝑥 =
1?
S2
: Because the shape is like in the picture.
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Based on the interview result above, S2 realized that
𝑓(𝑥) was not continuous at 𝑥 = 1 but was unable to
explain about it. S2 does not understand the concept of
function continuity.
S2 resolves the problem by using the general form of
quadratic function 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐. From Figure 3, S2
managed to find the symbolic form of the graph is
ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 + 4𝑥 − 5
𝑓(𝑥) = {
, but didn't pay attention to
g(𝑥) = −𝑥 2 + 4𝑥 − 1
the interval limit for each function To trace the second
subject's understanding of the function concept, the
researcher conducted the following interview.
P
: What kind of things that we must be aware of

S2
P
S2
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when writing a function?
: There is an X variable as a free variable and
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥) as a bound variable.
: What are some other things to be aware of?
: No more.

From the interview excerpt, S2 does not understand the
concept of function. S2 only knows that the function
consists of free variables and bound variables.
To sketch the chart 𝑓 ′ (𝑥), S2 began by observing the
2𝑥 + 4
derivative function 𝑓′(𝑥) = {
, which was
−2𝑥 + 4
obtained, further S2 identified 𝑥 in function 𝑓 ′ (𝑥). Here
is the graph 𝑓 ′ (𝑥)that has been created S2.

Figure 5. Graph of Function 𝑓 ′ (𝑥)Created by Second Subject (S2)
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Based on Figure 5, S2 identifies the 𝑥 variables that
will be substituted to the 𝑓1′ (𝑥) and 𝑓2′ (𝑥) regardless of
the domain interval limit of function 𝑥 < 1and 𝑥 ≥ 1.
The following interview was done to know the
understanding of S2 about the relationship between the
continuity of function with the value of derivative
function.
P
: Can you associate the concept of continuity with
derivatives?
S2
: A function which is not continuous at a point has
no derivative. For example, 𝑓(𝑥) is not continuous
at 𝑥 = 1 , then 𝑓(𝑥) has no derived value at
𝑥 = 1.
P
: Why does 𝑓(𝑥) not have a derived value in
𝑥 = 1?
S2
: Because it is not continuous.
P
: Do you think “every function which continues at a
point will have a derived value"?
S2
: Yes.
From the interview excerpt, S2 realized the existence of
derivative value of function with continuity of function
but couldn't to explain the relationship between them
meaningfully. S2 does not understand that a function that
has a value of the first derivative at a certain point, then
the function is continuous at that point. However, it is not
vice versa. A function which continues at a certain point,
does not necessarily have a derivative value at that point.

4. Discussion
The first subject (S1) begins to resolve the problem by
reading and identifying all the key information or
concepts that can be used to define derivative values at
some point. The information is the graph 𝑓(𝑥)is a piece
of two parabola where the first parabola is at intervals
𝑥 < 1 and the second parabola is at intervals 𝑥 ≥ 1, the
local maximum and minimum points, monotony function
curve, and continuity of function. S1 also identifies other
concepts related to derived concepts, which are the lines
that offend the function curve 𝑓(𝑥)at a point. S1 is able to
define any information or concepts identified. One
characteristic of a person with conceptual understanding is
being able to define the concept [6], [8], [18], [22]. S1
also understands that geometry, the line gradient that
alludes to the curve 𝑓(𝑥) at a point in geometry equals to
the value of derivative function at that point. Based on the
description, it can be said that the student solves the
problem of using conceptual understanding to understand
each information that will be used to resolve the problem.
A thorough understanding of the underlying concepts and
being reversed algorithms that are done to resolve the
problem is characteristic of conceptual understanding [7],
[10], [25].
The second subject (S2) as a student who solved the
problem using procedural understanding revealed that the
graph of function 𝑓(𝑥)is a piece of two parabola without

regard to the interval limit for each parabola. S2 also
identifies the variable 𝑥 as the domain to be closed to
𝑓 ′ (𝑥) regardless of the interval limit of functions i.e.
𝑥 < 1 and 𝑥 ≥ 1 . This suggests that students who
resolve questions using procedural understanding only
focus on the problem formula or symbolic form of the
problem and ignore the function's interval or domain
function limit. The tendency of a person oriented to
memorization of procedures and manipulation of symbols
is usually not supported by the understanding of the
concepts involved ([14], [28]). Students with a procedural
understanding lack of understanding of any
information/concepts that have been identified, and do not
understand that any information can be used and related to
the new concept as a form of problemssolving. S2 only
knows the symbolic form of function concept without
regard to the terms/properties of functions. S2 is also able
to identify the concept of continuity of functions but does
not understand the concept. Without any understanding of
the underlying concepts of the rules, one can produce the
correct answer if followed by gradual steps [23].
Furthermore, S1 and S2 process the information that has
been identified to design a problem solving strategy. S1
used a tangent gradient. S1 knows why using the concept
when specifying a value of a derived function and
sketched the chart 𝑓 ′ (𝑥) A person with conceptual
understanding usually knows the concepts involved in the
matter, also know why to use the concept [6]. While S2
only knows and uses the symbolic form of the graph of
functions. Someone with a procedural understanding tends
to be familiar with the symbols and procedures/rules for
solving mathematical problems [17], [29]
Students with conceptual understanding understand the
link between all the information/concepts that have been
identified with the new concept as a form of problem
solving. It is in accordance with the opinion [2], [3], [26],
[27] that conceptual understanding involves the
relationship between the related concepts. The
involvement of such relationships can form a network of
knowledge. The first subject understands the link between
the tangent gradient, the local minimum and maximum
points, the continuity of the function with the derived
value of the function. The tangent 𝑓 (𝑥) when reaching
the local minimum and maximum points is a line that
aligns with the x-axis or horizontal line, so the derived
value of the function at the time is zero. S1 understands
the linkage between tangent curves, monotony curves and
derived value of functions. The tangent line on the
function curve that monotonous down has a line gradient
or derivative function that is negatively valued. The
tangent on the curve of the function of a monotonous rise
has a gradient line or derivative function that is positive
value. Then S1 also understands the relationship between
the continuity of functions with the value of derivative
functions. By associating the concept of a tangent gradient
at a certain point, the continuity of the function, the
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modernity of functions with derivative concepts, a person
demonstrates a complete understanding of the concept of
derivative functions [25]
The second subject (S2) knows the relationship or
linkage between the continuity of function and the
derivation of the function, but does not understand that a
function that has a derivative value at a certain point then
the function is continuous at that point, but not vice versa.
In this case, it is unable to associate concepts
meaningfully. With the basic knowledge of individuals
about concepts, meaningful relationships between
concepts can be built, but some individuals can gain a lot
of knowledge about concepts, but they cannot relate them
meaningfully

5. Conclusions
Problems related to derivative concepts and graphically
represented can be solved in two ways, depending on
someone’s understanding. Students with conceptual
understanding resolve problems using a line gradient, but
it is also possible that they use symbolic shapes. While the
students who understand procedural only know how to
solve the problems that are represented graphically using
symbolic shapes or equation shapes. The student
characteristics that solve the problem with conceptual
understanding are 1) able to identify all information or
concepts that can be used to solve the problem, 2)
understand the definition of each concept that has been
identified, 3) able to associate all the information that has
been identified in order to solve the problem. With the
problem-solving procedure using gradient lines, a student
with a conceptual understanding can explain why using
the procedure to solve the problem. The student
characteristics of procedural understanding are1)
identifying only some of the information contained in the
problem, focusing only on the information used to
construct the symbolic form. 2) lack of understanding
information that has been identified, 3) relate concept one
another, but it is meaningless.
Success in solving math problems is supported by ideas
that allow deep understanding. On a deep understanding,
students begin to be able to make connections between
mathematical ideas and make generalizations from
concepts, equipped with basic skills that have been
understood. Deep understanding includes both procedural
and conceptual understanding. Conceptual and procedural
understanding helps students avoid many critical mistakes
in solving problems.
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